ABSTRACT: This paper proposes a speech enhancement algorithm to improve the speech intelligibility by suppressing both reverberation and background noise. The algorithm adopts a non-causal single-channel minimum variance distortionless response (MVDR) filter to exploit an additional information that is included in the noisy-reverberant signals in subsequent frames. The noisy-reverberant signals are decomposed into the parts of the desired signal and the interference that is not correlated to the desired signal. Then, the filter equation is derived based on the MVDR criterion to minimize the residual interference without bringing speech distortion. The estimation of the correlation parameter, which plays an important role to determine the overall performance of the system, is mathematically derived based on the general statistical reverberation model. Furthermore, the practical implementation methods to estimate sub-parameters required to estimate the correlation parameter are developed. The efficiency of the proposed enhancement algorithm is verified by performance evaluation. From the results, the proposed algorithm achieves significant performance improvement in all studied conditions and shows the superiority especially for the severely noisy and strongly reverberant environment.
I. Introduction
In speech signal processing systems, such as voicecontrolled systems, hands-free mobile telephones, and hearing aids, the received microphone signals are generally contaminated by environmental artifacts. [1] The detrimental effects, such as background noise, interfering signal, and channel distortion, degrade the overall performance of the system. [2] Many researchers are still struggling to remove the undesired components from the acquired input signal.
One critical obstacle is reverberation caused by a multi-path propagation of an acoustic sound from its source to microphone. [3] [4] [5] An acoustic channel between the source and the microphone can be described by the acoustic impulse response (AIR) and it can be divided into three segments: a direct path, early reflections, and late reverberation. [1] While the early reflections, which is the combination of the direct and the early reflections, impacts only to the coloration of the speech, late reverberation causes the lengthening of speech phonemes. Consequently, the previous phonemes overlap following phonemes, so that it results in speech intelligibility (and also recognition rate) degradation. [2] A number of techniques have been proposed to reduce the detrimental effects of the reverberation. If the AIR is known as a priori knowledge, the dereverberation can be ideally achieved by taking an inverse filtering such as multiple input/output inverse theorem (MINT). [6] [7] [8] The problem of speech dereverberation in unknown acoustic environments has also received a lot of attention. Cepstrum based decon- volution techniques utilize the idea that deconvolution in the time domain is identical to subtraction in the cepstrum domain. [9] [10] [11] [12] Methods to enhance a residual of linear prediction (LP) filtering have been introduced. [13, 14] An algorithm to employ the harmonic structure of speech, which is called harmonicity based dereverberation (HERB), has been also proposed. [15] [16] [17] The spectral enhancement technique is known as the most famous approach for single channel dereverberation techniques. [4, [18] [19] [20] The spectral enhancement Several techniques have been proposed to suppress both the reverberation and the noise. [21] In Habets' approach, the noise power spectrum is first suppressed, and then the LRSV is obtained from the denoised reverberant speech. [4, 22] The output signal is obtained by applying a spectral enhancement. Erkelens et al. proposed a late reverberation suppression rule in noisy and reverberant environments by exploiting the longterm correlation coefficients between the current reverberant spectrum and enhanced ones in the previous frames. [23] They extended their works to design the suppression rule in noisy and non-stationary acoustical environments by assuming that the AIR has time varying characteristic. [24] In, [25] an efficient dereverberation algorithm was In this paper, the single-channel non-causal enhancement algorithm to suppress both reverbeartion and background noise is proposed. The dereverberation algorithm in [25] is extended to enhance the desired 
II. Problem formulation
The observed noisy reverberant signal is assumed to be first convolved with the acoustic transfer function (ATF) H(k, m), and then corrupted by the uncor-
Where H(k, 0) = 1 and k and m mean frequency-bin and time-frame, respectively. The speech signal S(k, m) is assumed to be uncorrelated to the speech signal at different time-frame.
In reverberant environment, the desired signal S(k, m) is first delayed and attenuated by the AIR, and then accumulated into the subsequent reverberant signal Z(k, m+l), l > 0. The reverberation components in future frames, which are highly correlated with the desired signal of current frame, should be taken into account in the derivation process of dereverberation algorithms. For that purpose, a non-causal filter is employed as
where [ ] 
where
is correlation coefficient between the desired signal
S(k, m) and the subsequent observed signal Y(k, m+l)
and S Y '(k, m+l) is the interference signal. [26] Note that the desired signal and interference signal is uncorrelated:
The interference signal SY'(k, m+l) is a superposition of both the reverberant interference S Z '(k, m+l), which is refered as (2-1) in previous page, and the noise interference SV'(k, m+l), which is (2-2), such that
and
In, [25] it was described that the observed noise-free reverberant signal was decomposed into the one correlated to the desired signal and the other referred as the interference. A dissimilarity between the decomposition in Eq. (5) and one in, [25] is that the interference SY'(k, m+l) in Eq. (5) contains not only
but also the additive background noise S V '(k, m+l)
since the background noise is assumed to be uncorrelated to the desired speech signal.
The observed signal vector y(k, m) is given as
where the normalized correlation vector
is the desired signal vector, and
denotes the reverberant-plus-noise interference signal vector.
From Eq. (3) and (12), one can write the estimate ˆ( , ) S k m into the following form: From Eq. (17) and Eq. (18), it is observed that the estimate of the desired signal is the sum of three mutually uncorrelated terms, which are the filtered desired signal, the residual reverberant signal, and the residual noise signals.
Therefore, the variance of
III. Non-causal single-channel MVDR filter
In order to derive the filter coefficients, the error signal between the estimated and desired signals is defined as
is the signal distortion due to the complex non-causal filter, which is difference between the filtered desired signal S fd (k, m) in Eq. (17) and the desired signal, and
represents the residual (reverberation-plus-noise)
interferences (See Eq. (17) and Eq. (18)).
The mean-square error (MSE) is then
being the reverberation-plus-noise interference covariance matrix.
The MVDR filter can be derived by minimizing
with the constraint that the desired signal is not 
for which the solution is [26, 38, 39] 
Note that the filter equation is actually identical to the one for the noise-free environment in, [25] except
. This is expected since the additive noise is assumed to be uncorrelated to the speech signal and thus regarded as the interference. It apparently shows that the proposed MVDR filter in Eq. (29) is primarily designed to minimize every components uncorrelated with desired speech, so that it is an algorithm robust to the noise.
IV. Suppression of late reverberation and additive noise
In this section, the correlation vector γs(k, m) in Eq. 
Derivation of the correlation parameter
The summation in Eq. (2) can be split into a contribution of the early speech component X(k, m) and the late reverberation R(k, m) as follows [4,18- 
where N e determines the start time of the AIR that may be considered as reverberation. If N e is decided big enough, it can be assumed that the correlation between R(k, m) and S(k, m) is negligible. The time
instance N e usually ranges from 32 to 64 ms. [4] In this paper, we empirically choose Ne = 12 (i.e., 48 ms), which is identical to one in Habets' work, [20] so that A new desired signal, that is, the early speech
Suppressing the late reverberation can be achieved by recovering X(k, m). From Eq. (7) and (32), the estimated correlation coefficient to estimate the early speech component is given by
. 
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The correlation of the reverberant component
can be represented by the multiplication of the variance of the late reverberation and a parameter that is exponentially decaying due to l [25] :
Then, the estimated correlation coefficient ( , , ) S k m l γ% in Eq. (33) is reformulated as
where 
Estimation of subparameters
The power spectrum of the early speech component in Eq. (37) can be estimated by following power spectral subtraction method ( )
.
As shown in, [27] the spectral gain function is given by
denote the a priori and a posteriori SIR, respectively.
The a priori SIR can be estimated by using the decision-directed method. [4, 37] From the general statisitical reverberant model in, [4, [18] [19] [20] the late reverberant spectral variance λ R (k, m) is given by 
The estimate λR(k, m) can then be used to estimate 
V. Performance evaluation
In this section, the performance of the proposed algorithm for the noisy reverberant environments is verified. We compare the proposed method with the Habet's method. [4] The evaluation is performed based on three major objective measurements -the signal to interference ratio (SIR) in time domain, the signal to and the signal to noise ratio (SNR). By using the SRR and the SNR measurements, the performance can be analyzed separately for each interference.
The rest of this section is organized as follows. The simulation set-ups described in section 5.1. Section 5.2 represents the evaluation of the proposed algorithm in the noisy reverberant environment.
Experimental set-ups
The clean speech signal is created by concatenating The noisy reverberant signals are generated by first convolving the speech signal with the AIRs and then corrupted by the additive noise. Gaussian random noise and destroyer-engine noise (from NOISEX-92 database [40] ) are added to the reverberant signal at a specified input SNR. Ten independent trials are conducted to examine the consistency of the evaluation.
The reverberation time RT 60 is assumed to be known in the simulation, which can be estimated by using blind estimation procedures in practice. [18, 29] Preliminary experiments confirm that the proposed algorithm is robust to the estimation error of RT60, To compute the inverse of Φy (k, m), the regularization technique is used, so that
,
where ρ > 0, tr [･] , and IL×L denote the regularization parameter, trace operation, and L by L identity matrix, respectively. We use the first 10 frames (i.e., 
The large ΔSIR value represents that the output signal ˆ( ) s n is much more similar to the desired signal s(n) compared to the observed signal y(n).
The input SIR in the frequency domain is defined
is the output SIR in the frequency domain, which is ratio between variance of the filtered desired signal 18). We define the input SRR by the ratio between variance of the desired signal and variance of reverberant signal as followed 
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is the input SNR and
is the output SNR representing the ratio between the filtered desired signal variance and the variance of the noise residual.
Another useful performance measure is the speech distortion index defined as The objective measures explained above are summarized in Table 1 . decrease. In contrast, the noise in the experiments is stationary such that a large μ is more advantageous for the performance of the noise reduction, so that is large. In other words, the proposed algorithm using multiple consecutive STFT fames improves the dereverberation performances and is far better than the conventional algorithm under strongly reverberant environments. 
Experimental results

VI. Conclusion
In this paper, an efficient single-channel dereverberation algorithm to suppress the late reverberation from the noisy reverberant signal. The non-causal MVDR filter was proposed to attenuate the reverberant- showed its superiority especially for the severely noisy and strongly reverberant environment.
